**R6.0 THE GORN CONFEDERATION**

**BASIC SET**
- R6.1 GORN BACKGROUND
- R6.R0 GORN FLEET REFITS
- R6.R1 GORN "F" REFITS
- R6.R2 GORN GROUND ASSAULT SHUTTLES (GAS)
- R6.R4 GORN HEAVY DESTROYER REFIT
- R6.R5 GORN D-REFITS
- R6.R6 GORN SHUTTLE BAYS

**MODULE R4**
- R6.R7 GORN BATTLE DESTROYER REFIT
- R6.R8 GORN HEAVY CRUISER (CA)
- R6.R9 GORN LIGHT CRUISER (CL)
- R6.R10 GORN DESTROYER (DD)

**ADVANCED MISSIONS**
- R6.5 GORN FLEET TUG (Tug)
- R6.6 GORN CARGO POD (P-C)
- R6.7 GORN TROOP TRANSPORT POD (P-T)
- R6.8 GORN HEAVY BATTLE POD (P-HB)
- R6.9 GORN STARLINER POD (P-SL)
- R6.10 GORN LARGE SCOUT (LSC)
- R6.11 GORN DREADNOUGHT (DN)
- R6.12 GORN HEAVY DESTROYER (HDD)
- R6.13 GORN SCOUT (SC)

**MODULE K**
- R6.14 GORN PF TENDER (PFT)

**ADVANCED MISSIONS**
- R6.15 GORN MINEWEFTER (MS)

**MODULE J**
- R6.16 GORN CARRIER (CV)

**ADVANCED MISSIONS**
- R6.17 GORN BATTLE DESTROYER (BDD)
- R6.18 GORN COMMAND CRUISER (CC)
- R6.19 GORN BATTLECRUISER (BC)

**MODULE R4**
- R6.20 GORN SPACE CONTROL SHIP (SCS)
- R6.21 GORN COMMAND DESTROYER (CDD)
- R6.22 GORN HDD MINEWEFTER (HMS)
- R6.23 GORN HDD SCOUT (HDS)
- R6.24 GORN HDD ESCORT (HDE)
- R6.25 GORN HDD AEGIS ESCORT (HDA)

**MODULE K (AND R4)**
- R6.26 GORN HDD PF TENDER (PFT)

**MODULE R4**
- R6.27 GORN HDD CARRIER (HDC)
- R6.28 GORN HDD TRANSPORT (HDT)

**MODULE R4 (AND MOD M)**
- R6.29 GORN COMMANDO TRANSPORT (COM)

**MODULE R4**
- R6.30 GORN SURVEY CRUISER (SR)
- R6.30A GORN SURVEY CARRIER (SRV)
- R6.31 GORN BATTLE DESTROYER LEADER (BDL)
- R6.32 GORN DESTROYER LEADER (DDL)
- R6.33 GORN FRIGATE/POWDER FRIGATE (FF)
- R6.34 GORN PF TENDER POD (P-PF)
- R6.35 GORN REPAIR POD (P-R)

**MODULE J (AND R4)**
- R6.36 GORN BATTLE DESTROYER ESCORT (BDE)
- R6.36A GORN AEGIS BATTLE DESTROYER (BDA)
- R6.37 GORN DESTROYER ESCORT (DE)
- R6.37A GORN AEGIS DESTROYER (DEA)

**MODULE J (AND R4) CONT.**
- R6.38 GORN ESCORT CRUISER (CLE)
- R6.38A GORN AEGIS CRUISER (CLA)

**MODULE R4**
- R6.39 GORN MEDIUM CRUISER (CM)
- R6.40 GORN HEAVY BATTLECRUISER (BCH)
- R6.41 GORN LIGHT BATTLE POD (P-LB)
  - R6.41A GORN LIGHT BATTLE POD EARLY (P-LBE)
- R6.42 GORN STRIKE CRUISER (CS)
- R6.43 GORN MEDIUM COMMAND CRUISER (MCC)

**MODULE R4 (AND MOD M)**
- R6.44 GORN HEAVY COMMANDO DESTROYER (HCD)

**MODULE R4**
- R6.45 GORN BATTLE DESTROYER SCOUT (BDS)
- R6.46 GORN BATTLE DESTROYER PF TENDER (BDP)

**MODULE R5**
- R6.47 GORN BATTLESHIP (BB)
- R6.48 GORN HEAVY CARRIER (CA)
- R6.49 GORN BATTLE CARRIER (BC)
- R6.50 GORN BATTLE CONTROL SHIP (BCS)
- R6.51 GORN HEAVY COMMAND CRUISER (CCH)
- R6.52 GORN STRIKE CRUISER (CVS)

**MODULE R6**
- A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE GORNS
- MILITARY RANKS IN THE GORN HEGEMONY

**MODULE R6 (AND MOD M)**
- R6.53 GORN DESTROYER COMMANDO TRANSPORT (DDG)
- R6.54 GORN COMMANDO BATTLE DESTROYER (BDG)

**MODULE R6**
- R6.55 GORN FAST BATTLECRUISER (BF)
- R6.56 GORN MOBILE CARRIER (BDV)
- R6.57 GORN FAST CARRIER RESUPPLY SHIP (FCR)
- R6.58 GORN HEAVY BATTLE DESTROYER (HBD)
- R6.59 GORN TRASH SHIP (FLG)
- R6.60 GORN HEAVY SURVEY CRUISER (HSV)
  - R6.60A GORN HEAVY SURVEY CARRIER (HSV)

**MODULE R6 (AND MOD M)**
- R6.61 GORN FAST BATTLECRUISER (BF)
- R6.62 GORN MEDIUM CARRIER (MDV)
- R6.63 GORN MEDIUM COMMANDO CRUISER (CMG)
- R6.64 GORN MEDIUM COMMAND CRUISER (MDS)
- R6.65 GORN HEAVY CARRIER (CA)
- R6.66 GORN HEAVY COMMANDO DESTROYER (HCD)

**MODULE R7**
- R6.67 GORN FAST MEDIUM CRUISER (CMF)
- R6.68 GORN MID BATTLESHIP (MBS)
- R6.69 GORN SURVEY CRUISER (HSV)
- R6.70 GORN SCOUT CARRIER (HSC)

**MODULE R8**
- R6.71 GORN FAST MEDIUM CRUISER (CMF)
- R6.72 GORN MEDIUM SURVEY CRUISER (MSV)
- R6.73 GORN PATROL CARRIER (HPV)
- R6.74 GORN COMMAND CRUISER (CMC)
- R6.75 GORN MID BATTLESHIP (MBS)
- R6.76 GORN MID BATTLE CRUISER (BCM)
- R6.77 GORN MID FIGHTER (MFT)
- R6.78 GORN HEAVY DESTROYER DREADNOUGHT (DND)
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MODULE R9
R6.79 GORN LOCAL DEFENSE CRUISER (LCL)
R6.80 GORN LOCAL DEFENSE CARRIER (LCV)
R6.81 GORN LOCAL DEFENSE DESTROYER (LDD)
R6.82 GORN LOCAL DEFENSE ESCORT (LDE)
R6.83 GORN BATTLE FRIGATE (BFF)
R6.84 GORN FRIGATE CARRIER (FFV)
R6.85 GORN MEDIUM SCOUT CARRIER (MSV)
R6.86 GORN MEDIUM DREADNOUGHT (DMN)
R6.87 GORN LIGHT X-DREADNOUGHT (DLX)
R6.89 GORN BATTLE CRUISER MAULER (BCM)
R6.90 GORN HEAVY DESTROYER MAULER (HDM)
R6.91 GORN DOUBLE-WING DESTROYER (DDW)
R6.92 GORN REFITTED LIGHT DREADNOUGHT (DLF)

MODULE R11
R6.93 GORN DIVISION CONTROL SHIP (DCS)
R6.94 GORN DESTROYER TRANSPORT (DDT)
R6.95 GORN LIGHT PF TENDER (PTD)
R6.96 GORN FAST HEAVY DESTROYER (HDF)
R6.98 GORN HEAVY FIGHTER RESUPPLY POD (P-HF)
R6.99 GORN PF TRANSPORT POD (P-TP)
R6.100 GORN LOCAL DEFENSE SCOUT CRUISER (LCS)

MODULE R12
R6.101 GORN NEW HEAVY DESTROYER (NHD)
R6.102 GORN SPACE PATROL SHIP (SPS)
R6.103 GORN HEAVY MEDIUM CRUISER (HMC)
R6.104 GORN DREADNOUGHT CRUISER (DNC)
R6.105 GORN DESTROYER-BATTLECRUISER (DBC)
R6.106 GORN DESTROYER-CRUISER (DDC)

MODULE J
R6.F GORN FIGHTERS
R6.F1 GORN G-18 SERPENT FIGHTER
R6.F2 GORN G-20 REPTILE FIGHTER
R6.F3 GORN G-10 DRAGON FIGHTER
R6.F4 GORN G-32 FAST HEAVY FIGHTER
R6.F5 GORN G-4 LIZARD LOCAL DEFENSE FIGHTER
R6.F6 GORN G-12 CHIMERA FAST FIGHTER

MODULE J2
R6.F7 GORN G-32 FAST HEAVY FIGHTER
R6.F8 GORN IMPROVED FIGHTERS
R6.F9 GORN-FEDERATION BOMBERS
R6.F01 GORN PTEROSAUR INTERCEPTOR (INT)
R6.F02 GORN PTERODACTYL FAST PATROL SHIP (PF)
R6.F03 GORN PTERODACTYL-E FAST PATROL SHIP (PFE)
R6.F04 GORN PTERODACTYL-D FAST PATROL SHIP (PFD)

MODULE R11
R6.PF7 GORN WORKBOAT (WB)

MODULE R12
R6.PF8 GORN SURVEY FAST PATROL SHIP (PTER-Q)
R6.PF9 GORN RECOVERY FAST PATROL SHIP (PTER-R)

MODULE X1
R6.200 GORN FIRST-GENERATION X-SHIPS
R6.201 GORN COMMAND CRUISER (CCX)
R6.202 GORN MEDIUM CRUISER (CMX)
R6.204 GORN BATTLE DESTROYER (BDX)
R6.205 GORN BATTLE SCOUT (BSX)
GORN X-SHIP ENERGY FORM

MODULE X1R
R6.206 GORN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY HEAVY BATTLE DESTROYER (HBDX)
R6.207 GORN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LIGHT CRUISER (CLX)
R6.208 GORN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY HEAVY COMMANDO DESTROYER (HCDX)
R6.209 GORN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY SCOUT CARRIER (HSVX)
R6.210 GORN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FAST PATROL SHIP TENDER (HOPX)
R6.211 GORN ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY HEAVY SCOUT DESTROYER (HDSX)

MODULE Y1
Y6.0 THE GORN CONFEDERATION
WARP-REFITTED SHIPS
Y6.2 GORN WARP-REFITTED BATTLESHIP (WBB)
Y6.3 GORN WARP-REFITTED CRUISER (WCA)
Y6.4 GORN WARP-REFITTED DESTROYER (WDD)
Y6.5 GORN EARLY CRUISER (YCL)
Y6.6 GORN EARLY COMMAND CRUISER (YCC)
Y6.7 GORN EARLY DESTROYER (YDD)
Y6.8 GORN EARLY FRIGATE (YFF)
Y6.9 GORN EARLY TUG (YTG)
BOARDING PARTY TABLES

MODULE Y2
Y6.10 GORN IMPROVED WARP-REFITTED BATTLESHIP (WBI
Y6.10A GORN LASER-ARMED WARP-REFITTED BATTLESHIP (WBL)
Y6.11 GORN IMPROVED WARP-REFITTED CRUISER (WCI)
Y6.11A GORN LASER-ARMED WARP-REFITTED CRUISER (WCL)
Y6.12 GORN IMPROVED WARP-REFITTED DESTROYER (WDI)
Y6.12A GORN LASER-ARMED WARP-REFITTED DESTROYER (WDL)
Y6.13 GORN IMPROVED WARP-REFITTED COMMANDO CRUISER (WCG)
Y6.13A GORN LASER-ARMED WARP-REFITTED COMMANDO CRUISER (WGL)
Y6.14 GORN EARLY DREADNOUGHT (YDN)
Y6.15 GORN EARLY COMMANDO CRUISER (YCG)
Y6.16 GORN EARLY SURVEY CRUISER (YSR)
Y6.17 GORN EARLY TROOP TRANSPORT POD (P-YT)
Y6.18 GORN EARLY STARLINER POD (P-YSL)

MODULE Y3
Y6.19 GORN EARLY YEARS BATTLESHIP (YBB)
Y6.20 GORN EARLY YEARS STRATEGIC TRANSPORT (YDT)
Y6.21 GORN WARP-REFITTED COMMAND CRUISER (WCC)
Y6.21A GORN WARP-REFITTED LASER COMMAND CRUISER (WCCL)
Y6.21B GORN WARP-REFITTED IMPROVED COMMAND CRUISER (WCCI)
Y6.22 GORN WARP-REFITTED LIGHT CRUISER (WCL)
Y6.22A GORN WARP-REFITTED LASER LIGHT CRUISER (WCL)
Y6.22B GORN WARP-REFITTED IMPROVED LIGHT CRUISER (WLI)
Y6.23 GORN WARP-REFITTED FRIGATE (WFF)
Y6.23A GORN WARP-REFITTED LASER FRIGATE (WFL)
Y6.23B GORN WARP-REFITTED IMPROVED FRIGATE (WFI)
Y6.24 GORN WARP-REFITTED SURVEY CRUISER (WSR)
Y6.24A GORN WARP-REFITTED LASER SURVEY CRUISER (WSL)
Y6.24B GORN WARP-REFITTED IMPROVED SURVEY CRUISER (WSI)